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Cozy up in Quebec City
Five must-see stops for an indulgent escape in the historic capital
MNBAQ PHOTO, BRUCE DAMONTE. MAP ILLUSTRATION, LEEANDRA CIANCI.

By NANCY WON

1. Le Monastère
des Augustines
Founded nearly 400 years
ago by the Augustinian
Sisters, this historic monastery-hospital has, thanks
to a multi-million-dollar
renovation, emerged as the
city’s hippest wellness hotel. Combining the building’s
charming heritage vibes,
slick modern architecture
and a heavy dose of digital
detox (instead of WiFi and
TV, think meditation classes
and yoga), this boutique
stay brings old-world healing into the 21st century.
monastere.ca.

2. Kraken Cru

3. Saint-Roch District

4. Sibéria Spa

This tiny, 12-seat oyster bar,
by the crew behind such indemand hot spots as Patente et Machin and L’Affaire
est Ketchup, is one of the
buzziest dining rooms in
town. Feast on fresh-outof-the-ocean bivalves and
tasty seafood tapas from
the carefully curated, rawfocused menu scrawled
across a chalkboard. The
intimate, unpretentious
room is filled with delightfully boisterous locals and
a charming, laid-back vibe.
190 Rue Saint-Vallier O.,
581-741-9099.

The best way to shop in
Quebec City is to put on a
pair of comfortable shoes
and wander its distinct
neighbourhoods. There’s
picturesque Petit Champlain and bustling Rue
Saint-Jean, but the trendy
and recently revamped
Saint-Roch is where you’ll
find local style seekers
browsing boutiques like
Swell & Ginger and hunting
for vintage and modern
scores at industrial chic
design store Bois & Cuir.
swellandginger.com;
boisetcuir.com.

For Quebecers, there’s
no better way to unwind
than indulging in a long,
hot soak surrounded by
glorious, woodsy nature.
Sibéria Spa offers just
this. Its rocky, tree-lined
baths, scenic waterfalls
and rustic wood cabins
make for the city’s most
luxurious escape. Alternate
between outdoor hot tubs,
Finnish saunas, eucalyptus
steam and thermal falls,
or just find your Zen by a
cozy fireplace in one of the
peaceful relaxation zones.
siberiastationspa.com.

5. Musée national des
beaux-arts du Québec
The addition of a $100-million wing designed by
Shohei Shigematsu has
made MNBAQ the crown
jewel of the arts district.
The 15,000-square-metre
building — boasting a sleek
glass hall, spiral staircase and grand interior
courtyard — houses the
collection of contemporary
Quebec art,
including
9,000 works
Next
never before
Stop
displayed.
mnbaq.org.

WHY DO YOU ALWAYS STOP
WORKING OUT IN MARCH ?
We know, we know, we prefer cozying up with
a good magazine and a warm cup of tea too.
But, if you’re going to drop one good habit,
maybe you should pick up another simpler one.
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WHY DON’T YOU TAKE THE TRAIN?

